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Abstract

Strategic use of IT has been the subject of considerable interest among researchers and practitioners, spurred by Carr (2003) and research about ‘IT productivity paradox’. The gist of debate is whether IT investment leads to competitive advantage or not. Even though IT is consist of multiple dimensions, previous studies consider the IT as one unit and oversimplify it. We examine how IT is strategically used in different IT dimensions by investigating the optimal IT investment decision of different dimensions in IT service competition. We consider IT conversion process as two steps. IT investment converts to IT service quality and, in order, service quality converts to financial performance. We refer to each step as ‘IT build’ and ‘IT use’ in this paper. We investigate the influence of non-IT capability on each step of conversion process. Our study shows that IT is strategic necessary and does not show strategic differences in some dimensions. And, in other dimensions, firms show strategic differences in IT investment and service quality decision. These are determined by trait of the non-IT capability required for generating IT service. This is consistent with ‘resource based view’. Also we show that firms have different capability in IT using. That is, firm’s capability of IT using moderates the effect of service quality on financial performance. These are investigated by analytical model and empirical test.
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1 Introduction

There has been a considerable interest about strategic use of IT and its validity was strongly challenged by Carr (2003) and researches and practitioners have gathered a relatively rich accumulation of studies on ‘IT productivity paradox’ (Cron and Sobol 1983; Turner 1985; Bender 1986; Loveman 1994; Strassman 1990; Harris and Katz 1991; Weill 1992; Brynjolfsson and Hitt 1993; Lichtenberg 1993; Brynjolfsson and Hitt 1996). The debate is whether IT investment leads to competitive advantage to firms or if it is only strategic necessities. Previous studies have investigated IT payoff in various contexts and expanded the research field. However, previous studies consider the IT as one unit and generalize strategic use of IT in this perspective.

Recently the focus of research moved from the question of whether IT creates value to how, when and why benefits occur. IT converts to financial performance through an intermediate process (Lucas 1993; Grabowski and Lee 1993; Markus and Soh 1993; Sambamurthy and Zmud 1994; Beath, Goodhue, and Ross 1994). Soh and Markus (1995) referred to this approach as ‘process theories’ and distinguished it from ‘variance theories’ focusing on outcome. Performance of IT is determined by not only the amount of IT investment but also non-IT factors (Soh and Markus 1995; Iacovou et al. 1995; Brynjolfsson et al. 1998; Brynjolfsson et al. 2000; Brynjolfsson and Yang 1997).

This research also tries to explain how IT strategically contributes to firms. However, we differentiate this research from prior studies in several ways. First of all, we focus on multi-dimensionality of services that are provided mainly through IT. In marketing literature, multi-dimensionality of service has been intensively studied. Due to different characteristics of service dimensions, each dimension may have different implications in firm’s strategic outcome or firm performance. Likewise, we find that a relatively small number of MIS literature have studied multiple dimensions of IT. Hence in the service economy, especially where services are heavily provided through IT, we can project those different dimensions of IT based services may have different strategic implications to businesses. We examine whether firms recognize such multi-dimensionalities and their differentiated strategic implications, and take them into account into their IT investment decisions. Complementing prior literature, this also may significantly enhance our understanding of the business value of IT, which was mostly estimated by one aggregated measure of IT.

Secondly, IT can be either necessary or sufficient (Soh and Markus 1995) for a superior financial performance. According to Resource Based View, resources should be difficult to imitate in order to qualify as a sustainable competitive asset. Often non-IT capabilities of firms are used to impart immobility to IT resources when such immobile assets are combined with IT resources. In the service industry, IT investment coverts to financial performance through IT service quality. We refer to each step as ‘IT build’ and ‘IT use’ to represent the conversion from IT investment into service quality and from service quality into financial performance respectively. We investigate the strategic role of non-IT firm capabilities in both stages of an integrated model.

With a stylish simple modeling, we analytically investigate the firm’s normative decision under the multi-dimensionality of IT services assuming two classes of dimensions in terms of strategic implications: strategic necessity and competitive advantageous ones. Using data from online security services, this empirical study is an attempt to support our propositions (derived from our analytical modeling) and our hypotheses from theoretical reasoning. Our empirical results confirm the heterogeneity of IT dimensions. Some service dimensions are strategic necessities and do not show differences in the amount of IT investment and service quality while other dimensions show the difference in IT investment and service quality among firms. Therefore it seems that firms already recognize the strategic implications of diverse traits of IT based service dimensions. The influence of firm’s non-IT capability is also validated on both conversion processes.

Although most previous studies considered IT investment decision as an exogenous variable, we considered IT investment as an optimal decision of firms which is determined endogenously. This calls a cautious note about over-simplifying IT. In the financial service industry, it appears that IT converts to service quality. Improved service quality leads to better financial performance through careful investment.
This is achieved through the strategic implications of diverse dimensions of IT based service and by imbedding less movable non-IT capability into IT services. ly.

2 Literature review

2.1 IT Investment payoff and influence of other factors

The “IT productivity paradox” was treated as one of the traditional issues in the IT research area, and there is no agreement on the consequences and impact of IT investment. Although this issue had been studied by many academic researchers and practitioners, mixed empirical results induced researchers to seek better theories. Attention has been shifted from the question of whether IT creates value to how, when and why IT benefits either occurs or fails to occur (Soh and Markus, 1995). Markus and Soh(1993) argue that “conversion effectiveness” is not a necessary and sufficient relationship between spending on information technology and improved organizational performance. They posit an intermediate outcome that they call “IT asset” between IT investment and organizational performance.

Several studies investigate the influence of other factors that affect the conversion of IT into financial performance. Among many studies, Weill(1992) accounts for the failure of some IT investment to reach the firm’s bottom line by using the concept of “IT conversion effectiveness.” and show that conversion effectiveness moderates the relationship between IT investment and incremental firm performance. Some researchers investigate the influence of non-IT capability. Large organizations are more likely to adopt innovations and advanced ICT solutions than smaller organizations (Iacovou et al.,1995; Rogers,1995).

Also, Brynjolfsson(1998) argue the importance of intangible assets and identifies a candidate for these intangible assets. They argue that one dollar increase in a firm’s IT investment is associated with an increase in the firm’s stock market valuation of over five dollars.

Ray et al.(2005) focus on the traits of the above factors based on the resource based view. If the firm possesses a resource or capability that is not currently possessed by competing firms, the condition of resource heterogeneity is met and a firm may obtain at least a temporary competitive advantage. When this analysis is applied to competitive advantage through IT investment, five specific attributes of IT have been suggested as possible sources of sustained competitive advantage for a firm. These attributes are switching costs, access to capital, proprietary technology, technical skill, and managerial IT skills. Each factor is differentiated by firm and these differences can create a competitive advantage. Among the above factors, some are relatively easily achievable in the short-term and at low cost, but others are relatively difficult to achieve. Our analytical analysis is based on this perspective.

2.2 Online service quality and multiple dimensions

In the past decade, researchers have sought and found evidence for the financial consequences of service quality improvement. The service concern of the highest priority to today’s companies is the impact of service quality on profit and other financial outcomes of the firm (Rust et al., 1995). There are many studies which investigate theses relationships. Parasuraman et al.(1988) found a positive and significant relationship between customer perceptions of service quality and (1) their willingness to recommend the company, and (2) their purchase intentions. Reichheld and Sasser(1990) argue that reducing defects leads to greater loyalty, and increased loyalty leads, in turn, to greater productivity via lower costs of making future transactions, favorable word of mouth, and perhaps even a price premium. Also, Koska(1990) and Nelson et al.(1992) found a positive relationship between patient satisfaction and hospital profitability. Consequently, customer satisfaction is related to customer loyalty, which in turn is related to profitability (Heskett et al.1994; Hallowell,1996).

Despite the relative importance of IT based service quality, the empirical studies available are still limited. While there are significant similarities across groups, the impact of loyalty on overall customer satisfaction was higher in the online group (Shankar et al, 2003). With the importance of private investors, the necessity of satisfying their needs in the usage of trading systems has increased greatly (Weinhardt et
al. 2000). In the online brokerage service, primary drivers of satisfaction are closely related to traditional service quality dimensions. Key drivers of dissatisfaction are tied to information system quality (Yang and Fang 2004).

Several papers investigated the importance of IT management in online service quality management. Studies conducted in the marketing field have also revealed some important factors that are relevant to the web site as an information system, in determining the success of an online firm (Yang et al., 2003). The quality of online brokerage systems has unequivocally trended upward with significant IT investment (Shim et al., 2008). Technology leadership in financial services firms is a significant variable that enhances organizational knowledge and improves overall service quality in the eyes of the customer (Roth and Jackson 1995). Lucas (1993) discovered that “well designed IT” is a necessary condition for performance although not a sufficient condition. Therefore, for business success, construction of a well-designed IT system through proper IT investment is an important managerial issue.

More IT investment does not always mean better system performance (service quality) due to the multi-dimensional characteristic of online services. There were many studies that investigated the characteristics of multi-dimensional quality. An exploratory study by Parasuraman et al. (1985) elicited ten dimensions. Parasuraman et al. (1988) further consolidated these ten dimensions to five. Yang and Xiang (2004) uncovered that the primary service quality dimensions leading to online customer satisfaction, with the exception of ease of use, are closely related to traditional services, while key factors leading to dissatisfaction are tied to information system quality. They established a conceptual framework by integrating two major aspects of online services: customer service quality and information system quality. Yang and Fang (2004) establish a conceptual framework by integrating two major aspects of online services. Cheung and Lee (2005) identify positive and negative asymmetric effects of website attributes performance on customer satisfaction. Falk et al. (2010) argue that functional utilitarian quality attributes lose their capability to delight customers as the customer relationship matures, in contrast, hedonic quality attributes only exhibit an increasing effect on satisfaction for more experienced customers. Hence, the amount of IT investment in each dimension has to be determined with consideration of the above multi-dimensional characteristic of service quality.

3 Model

3.1 Model Setup

We build an analytical model that IT investment converts to financial performance via service quality and classify service dimensions as two types by characteristic of service dimensions. Several previous papers divided service quality into several dimensions by characteristics. Yang and Fang (2004) and Falk et al. (2010) investigate various attribute of online service quality and different influence on customer satisfaction. We classify service dimensions as two types by the characteristic of firm’s capability which is required for generating service quality based on the resource based view.

In ‘resource based view’, resources which has characteristics such as value, rarity, and imitability have been shown to be a source of competitive advantage (Barney, 1991). We refer to these resources as non-IT capability in this paper. Grant (1991) distinguishes between resources and capability. He argues that capability means organization’s ability to assemble, integrate, and deploy valued resources. Lucas et al. (1993) argue that “structural factors” such as firm size will affect the ability of the organization to convert IT assets into business value. Therefore, in this paper, we do not distinguish the difference between resources and capability due to the similarity between two concepts in terms of effective use IT. Due to the different characteristics of capability required for each service quality dimensions, some service quality dimensions are easy to imitate and others are difficult.

In analytical model, we assume that two firms compete in two service quality dimensions and each firm decides the optimal IT investment amount of each service quality dimension.

The service quality of each type of dimension can be expressed as follows

\[ Q^i_j = f(s^i_j, I^i_j) = (I^i_j)^{s^i_j} \]
$I$ means the amount of IT investment. $i$ denotes the competing firm(1 or 2) and subscript $j$ represent service quality dimensions. Therefore, for example, $Q^i$ represent the service quality of dimension 1 provided by firm 1 and $I^j$ means the amount of IT investment service quality dimension1 of firm 2. Also $s^i_j$ represents firm’s non-IT capability that can be interpreted as the ability of efficient converting IT investment to service quality. Therefore, as $s^i_j$ increases, investments more efficiently convert to IT service quality. The service quality function is the diminishing marginal return of investment (Roland, 1995), $0 < s^i_j < 1$.

We set that, in service dimension 1, non-IT capability($s^1_1$) is easy to imitate. In online service, service quality such as system speed and stability is determined by performance of system itself. And it mainly depends on the amount of IT investment. It means that firms can easily imitate other firm’s capability in this type of dimensions. Therefore we assume that capabilities of both firm in this service quality dimensions are same. $s^1_1 = s^2_1$. We refer to this dimension as ‘system functional dimension’ because service quality of this dimension is determined by quality of IT system itself. In service quality 2, we set that capability required for service quality is not easy to imitate. Then, firms may have different level of capability in this dimension. In this model, for investigating competition between heterogeneous firms, we assume that non-IT capability of firm 1 is better than one of firm 2, $s^1_2 > s^2_2$. Competing firms may determine the optimal amount of IT investment of each service quality dimensions in this competitive condition.

Customer utility provided by each firm is influenced by service quality of two types of dimensions and price (fee of using service). Customer utility of each firm can be represented as follows

$$U_i = U_0 \frac{Q_i^1 \cdot Q_i^2}{P_i}$$

And the probability that a customer will choose firm i’s service among firms is determined by relative utility level. In this case, two firms are competing and the probability is determined by relative utility level (Shim et al. 2008).

$$Pr_i = \frac{U_i}{\sum U_j} = \frac{U_i}{U_1 + U_2}$$

$N$ represents total customer size and the demand of each firm is determined as

$$D_i = Pr_i \cdot N$$

### 3.2 Profit maximization

Each firm makes IT investment decision for profit maximization. The firm’s objective function can be represented as follows

$$\max_{i, I_i} \pi_i = D_i \cdot P_i - (I_i^1 + I_i^2)$$

$$= \frac{U_i}{U_1 + U_2} \cdot N \cdot P_i - (I_i^1 + I_i^2)$$

$$= \frac{U_i \cdot Q_i^1 \cdot Q_i^2}{P_i} = \frac{U_i \cdot Q_i^1 \cdot Q_i^2}{P_i + U_i \cdot Q_i^1 \cdot Q_i^2} \cdot N \cdot P_i - (I_i^1 + I_i^2)$$
In competitive market, even though customers are concerned about the price of service in the short term, their concern move from price to service quality in the long term (Shim et al. 2008). Therefore, in the long term perspective of competition, price is easily converged to similar level and not a crucial factor that influences customer utility any more. Then, we assume \( P_i \). Based on the above objective function, two firms decide the optimal IT investments of two types of service dimensions for profit maximization.

### 3.3 Results

We found that firms show differences between IT investment and service quality not in whole service dimensions. That is, some IT dimensions are strategic necessities and do not show a difference of performance. While other dimensions make differences of performance and can be a source of differentiation. And this difference depends on the characteristics of non-IT capability that is required for generating IT service. In service dimension that is easy to imitate, competing firms invest same amounts in IT system and provide same level of service quality.

**Proposition 1**

*Competing firms do not show the difference of IT investment and service quality in ‘system functional’ dimension.*

**Proof** Appendix A

In ‘system functional’ dimension, non-IT capability that is required for generating service quality in this dimension is easy to imitate. Therefore, firms easily imitate these resources and firm’s capabilities converge to quite similar level. In this condition, any firms may not invest more than other firm by optimization. Because non-IT capability and amount of IT investment are same in this dimension, service quality of this dimension that is provided by both firms are the same. That means that firms do not make strategically different decision in this type of dimensions. This is a strategic necessity. Carr (2003) argue that IT has been commoditized and cannot make a competitive advantage. IT service in this dimension is easy to imitate and firms easily imitate other firm’s strategy in ‘IT build’. Therefore IT, in this dimension, is commoditized (Carr 2003) and cannot make a competitive advantage and so it is consistent with Carr’s assertion (2003). The above result is consistent with RBV. In RBV, resources which is easy to imitate cannot be a source of competitive advantage (Barney 1991). Therefore firms do not have incentive of investing more in this dimension and provide same level of service quality.

In the other dimension, firms cannot easily imitate the non-IT capability that is required for generating service quality. In the analytical model, firms show different amount of IT investment and service quality decisions in this dimension.

**Proposition 2**

*Competing firms show the difference of IT investment and service quality in ‘strategic dimension’.*

**Proof** Appendix A

Firms show the difference of IT investment decisions in the ‘strategic dimension’. Because IT investment and capability show differences of firms in the ‘strategic dimension’, service quality, which is determined by the amount of IT investment and capability, also shows differences. So IT is differently used in this dimension by firms and can be a source of competitive advantage. Strategic usefulness of IT is determined by trait of firm’s capability. It is also consistent with RBV. Because the capability that is required for IT service in this dimension is not easy to imitate, firms can get competitive advantage in this dimension.
Corollary 1
Firm having high capability invest more than low capability firms in spite of superiority of capability.

Proof) Appendix A

In terms of firm’s non-IT capability, the high capability firm invests more than low capability firm in the strategic dimension, \( s_1^I > s_2^I \). IT investment and firm capability are substitutable in producing service quality. The firm can use capability as a kind of input, and the firm having high capability can provide better service quality with the same amount of IT investment due to its advanced capability. Instead of the advantage of capability, as firm has higher capability, it invests more in IT system(\( \frac{\partial f^I}{\partial s} > 0 \)). The firm having high capability provides higher service quality of the strategic dimension by more IT investment and better firm capability.

In analytical model, we figure out how IT is differently used in different IT dimensions. As Carr(2003) argued, IT is strategic necessity in some dimensions. And IT in this dimension cannot be a competitive advantage. Therefore, previous studies considering IT as one unit are limited in understanding the strategic use of IT. However, in other dimensions, IT is still strategically used and can be a source of competitive advantage. Difference of service dimensions depends on the trait of non-IT capability that is needed to generate service quality. And firm’s non-IT capability influences the IT investment decision in the ‘IT build’ process. Previous papers which investigate the IT payoff treat the IT as an exogenous variable. However, managers may make IT investment decisions strategically with consideration of firm’s traits and IT are considered as endogenous variables. In above model, we analyze the optimal IT investment decision and figure out that IT is endogenous and influenced by non-IT capability.

4. Empirical Analysis

In the previous analytical model, we found that IT investment decisions depend on different characteristics of service quality dimensions. From the above analytical model, we figured out that competing firms invest the same level of ‘system functional dimension’. Due to the same capability being imitated easily and same level of IT investment, competing firms provide the same level of service quality in this type of dimensions.

Therefore service quality of system functional dimension is not differentiated by firms.

H1. Service quality of ‘system functional dimension’ is not related to firm’s non-IT capability.

Service quality of the ‘system functional dimension’ does not make a difference in customer satisfaction and demand. And the difference in customer satisfaction and demand is determined by the service quality level of the ‘strategic dimension’. From the previous analytical model, we found that firms make different IT investment decision in ‘strategic dimension’. In this type of dimensions, firms that have higher capability invest more than low capability firms. Due to the superiority of IT investment level and capability, firms with high capability can provide better service quality in this type of dimensions.

Therefore, we can hypothesize that the service quality of the ‘strategic dimension’ has positive relationship with firm’s non-IT capability. Therefore following hypothesis can be derived

H2. The service quality of ‘strategic dimension’ is positively related to firm’s non-IT capability
We investigate the strategically different IT investment decision about each type of service dimensions. We also empirically test how non-IT capability influences the ‘IT use’ of IT conversion process. Lucas (1993) argue that “structural factors” such as firm size and industry information intensity will affect the ability of the organization to convert IT assets into business value. Large organizations are more likely to adopt innovations and advanced ICT solutions than smaller organizations (Iacovou et al., 1995; Rogers, 1995). Also, Brynjolfsson et al. (1998) argue the importance of intangible asset in firm’s stock value. They assert that a one dollar increase in a firm’s IT investment is associated with an increase in the firm’s stock market valuation of over five dollars. They also postulate the importance of intangible asset and identify a candidate for these intangible assets: certain organizational characteristics, involving the structure of decision making. Weill (1992) account for the failure of some IT investment to reach the firm’s bottom line by using the concept of “IT conversion effectiveness”. He shows that conversion effectiveness moderates the relationship between IT investment and incremental firm performance. Previous studies investigate the influence of non-IT factors on converting IT investment to financial performance or firm value. Based on previous studies, we investigate the effect of non-IT capability on ‘IT-use’ of IT conversion process.

We hypothesize that firms have different capability in utilization of IT asset for financial performance. That means, high capability firms more efficiently convert IT asset into financial performance than low capability firms. We test that firm’s non-IT capability moderates the conversion process from service quality to financial performance. That is, the high capability firm can get better financial performance with same level of service quality. Therefore,

**H3. The higher the firm capability, the more significant the effect of high quality on firm profit.**

We construct hypotheses in the case of profit. The high capability firm can make higher profit than the low capability firm because of superior of non-IT capability and the moderating effect of capability, although the high capability firm invests in IT system more than the low capability firm.

### 4.1 Data

Since the deregulation of online trading in 1997, the volume of online trading has increased dramatically in Korea. There are several reasons for choosing the security brokerage industry. The financial service industry, because of the digital nature of its products and service, has historically been among the largest investors on IT. Revenue from HTS is over the half of total revenue. Moreover IT is a critical tool for providing customer service personnel with the information they need to deliver quality service (Elam and Morrison 1993) And, in highly competitive financial industry, customer service is widely seen as being strategically important (Berry 1995; Griffith 1993) Also, there is a high level of variance in the reported ability of firms, suggesting that firms differ in their ability to execute service.

Our data consists of 17 online brokerage firms, spanning seven years from 2001 to 2009, hence the total sample size is 153. In the case of our study, the extremely high penetration of online trading in Korea shows that online brokerage services has reached a mature stage (Shim et al, 2008). We have three data sources for four major variables: profit of online brokerage, the commission charged for the service (price), the quality of services, and firm size. The financial performance, profit, data is from the DART (Data Analysis, Retrieval and Transfer System) database (http://dart.fss.or.kr). DART is an electronic system that allows companies to submit disclosures online. From this public site, we retrieved the financial statements of security firms and found online brokerage related profit. The online brokerage commission data is from the KSDA (Korea Securities Dealers Association) Website (http://www.ksda.or.kr), which publishes up-to-date stock market data (e.g. brokerage commissions) and current economic and financial news on the firms listed in the stock market. We obtained system quality
data from Stockpia.com, a leading rating agency for the finance sector. Similar to Forrester.com or Gomez Advisors, Stockpia.com provides expert ratings of online brokerage services. It has appraised the quality of the online brokerage system in various dimensions, and has released and scored them on a quarterly basis since 2000. The appraisers are composed of academicians in related areas and internal firm experts. This Stockpia data is analyzed in previous research of Shim et al (1998).

Stockpia.com adopts five sub constructs for quality measurement of online brokerage systems: 1) trading functionality, which considers general trading convenience as well as the variety of functions and menus for online stock, option, and futures trading, 2) information provision, which measures the quality of information on the market such as charts, investment guides, and various research reports, 3) communication channels, which evaluates the quality of communities or education tools for advising on customers investment decisions (e.g. financial product selection, stock investment), 4) customer support, which examine the quality of help menus, personalization services and, privacy protection, 5) finally, system speed and stability. System speed is measured by examining the screen loading time for information menus and real transaction time for trading menus, while system stability is measured by the frequency of response delays or failures. Firm size can represent the different capability of firm and, in this test, we use firm size (total assets of the firm) as a proxy of firm capability. Icacoivou et al. (1995) and Rogers (1995) argue that large organization are more likely to adopt innovations and advanced ICT solutions smaller organizations. Lucas et al. (1993) argue that “structural factors” such as firm size will affect the ability of the organization to convert IT assets into business value (Markus and Soh, 1993).

The data set used in this test is balanced panel and fixed effect test model is used for empirical test the deregulation of online trading in 1997, the volume of online trading has increased dramatically in Korea.

### 4.2 Service quality of the system functional dimension and firm capability

To test hypothesis 1, we construct a regression equation. From the previous model, we found that service quality of the ‘system functional dimension’ is not related to firm’s non-IT capability due to the characteristic of the service dimension.

The regression equation would be

\[ Q_{it} = C + \alpha \cdot P_i + \beta \cdot s_i + \epsilon \]

Where, \( P_i \) is the brokerage commission of firm and \( s_i \) is the capability of each firm. Among the five dimensions of service quality of Stockpia data, we consider only one dimension (speed and stability) as the proxy dimension of the system functional dimensions. Sub-content of speed and stability are the speed and stability of system itself. Therefore it depends on the IT system quality and gained by improving IT system. The sub categories of the ‘speed and stability’ dimension are only systematic factors and these are proper characteristics of system functional dimension. Also we use price as control variable.

The results of the test are as follows

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speed and Stability</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>P(Price)</th>
<th>S(Capability)</th>
<th>R^2</th>
<th>Adj R^2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.631045</td>
<td>0.072702</td>
<td>-0.013355</td>
<td>0.966491</td>
<td>0.957935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.063306)</td>
<td>(1.085428)</td>
<td>(-0.489249)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p<0.05

Table 1. Results of regression- the system functional dimension and firm capability

Table 1 shows that service quality of the system functional dimension is not related to either price or firm capability. This result is in accord with the results of our previous analytical model and supports H1. Only constant is significant and R-square is very high. So firms which are various in non-IT capability provide same level of service quality in this dimension. This happens because the firm cannot make any difference in customer demand through service quality of the system functional dimension due to the easiness of imitability. Based on the ‘RBV’, resources that are easy to imitate cannot make any difference
of performance and cannot be a source of competitive advantage. The result of analytical model and empirical test is consistent with RBV. Also this IT of this service dimension is a kind of commodity and it is consistent with Carr(2003).

4.3 Service quality of the strategic dimension and firm capability

To test hypothesis, the regression equation is same as above.

\[ Q_{2i} = C + \alpha \cdot P_i + \beta \cdot s_i + \epsilon \]

Among five service dimensions, we classify four service quality dimensions; Trading, Information, Support, Community and Communications, as the strategic dimensions of service quality by sub-content of each dimensions. Service quality of these service dimensions requires not only improvement of system quality but also other capabilities of firm. For example, in information dimension, improvement of service quality requires both advanced IT system via IT investment and ability of research. Other three dimensions also require ability of firm. Therefore four dimensions are investigated to test hypothesis 2.

The results of the regression test are as follows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>C</th>
<th>P(Price)</th>
<th>s(Capability)</th>
<th>R^2</th>
<th>Adj R^2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trading</td>
<td>2.442916*</td>
<td>-0.087906</td>
<td>0.113523*</td>
<td>0.083580</td>
<td>0.060568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(7.470618)</td>
<td>(-2.327897)</td>
<td>(6.561434)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information</td>
<td>2.302186*</td>
<td>-0.091312</td>
<td>0.116753*</td>
<td>0.656382</td>
<td>0.631392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(9.130524)</td>
<td>(-3.136025)</td>
<td>(8.751661)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supporting</td>
<td>1.656756*</td>
<td>-0.107803</td>
<td>0.124298*</td>
<td>0.604619</td>
<td>0.575864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(9.219967)</td>
<td>(-3.504750)</td>
<td>(8.819862)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community and</td>
<td>0.051722</td>
<td>-0.234743</td>
<td>0.274008*</td>
<td>0.584014</td>
<td>0.553760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>communication</td>
<td>(0.074140)</td>
<td>(-2.913844)</td>
<td>(7.423472)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p<0.05

Table 2. Results of regression-strategic dimension and firm capability

Table 2 shows that all of service qualities of the strategic dimension are positively related to firm capability. In the previous analytical results, we found that the high capability firm provides high service quality level via higher IT investment and superiority of non-IT capability. Therefore the result of empirical test supports our result of analytical model. This result support H2. IT is still strategically important in this dimension. Although high capability firms have superior capability, they invest more in IT system of these dimensions and provide better service quality. In conclusion, higher service quality is induced both by more IT investment and advanced capability.

In service industry, service quality consists of multiple dimensions and firms have to invest into each dimension with consideration of service characteristics. By analytical model and empirical analysis, we figure out that firms make competitive difference not in every dimension but some dimensions based on the trait of capability. Service dimensions requiring resources that are easy to imitate cannot make difference in IT investment decision and service quality. Because IT investment and capability are the same, competing firms do not show the difference of service quality and cannot make a difference in financial performance. And other dimensions that are not easy to imitate make a difference in IT investment and service quality. In this dimension, high capability firm invest more than low capability firm despite superior capability. In conclusion, strategic difference in IT investment decision in service quality dimension is determined by trait of firm’s non-IT capability in IT build of IT inversion process. These results fill the lack of explanation about various traits of IT which previous studies cannot provide.
4.4 Profit and firm capability

We hypothesize that firm have different conversion efficiency in ‘IT use’ of IT conversion process. That is, there is the moderating effect of firm’s non-IT capability. Firms having higher capability gain better financial performance than low capability firm, in spite of the fact that they provide same level of service quality. In general terms, a moderator is a qualitative or quantitative variable that affects the direction and/or strengthen of the relation between an independent or predictor variable and a dependent or criterion variable. Specifically within a correlational analysis framework, a moderator is a third variable that affects the zero-order correlation between two other variables. In the more familiar analysis of variance (ANOVA) terms, a basic moderator effect can be represented as an interaction between a focal independent variable and a factor that specifies the appropriate condition for its operation (Baron and Kenny 1986).

To test the moderating effect of firm capability on profit, we construct three regression equations.

(3) model1 : profit = $c + \beta_1 Q_1 + \beta_2 Q_2 + \epsilon$

(4) model2 : profit = $c + \beta_1 Q_1 + \beta_2 Q_2 + \beta_3 S + \epsilon$

(5) model3 : profit = $c + \beta_1 Q_1 + \beta_2 Q_2 + \beta_3 S + \beta_4 S \cdot Q_1 + \beta_5 S \cdot Q_2 + \epsilon$

Q1 means service quality of system functional dimensions and Q2 means service quality of strategic dimension. Service quality of strategic dimension calculated as an average of service quality of four strategic dimensions. S means firm’s non-IT capability.

The results of the above tests are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Model1</th>
<th>Model2</th>
<th>Model3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Profit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>-26702.88 (-1.290738)</td>
<td>-8236.240 (-0.417885)</td>
<td>21703.02 (0.962574)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>-1009.855 (-0.423947)</td>
<td>-1432.201 (-0.046169)</td>
<td>-2700.373 (-1.157030)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>2124.611 * (4.622529)</td>
<td>1102.404 (2.251996)</td>
<td>1228.1129 (0.407426)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>0.003764* (4.278066)</td>
<td>-0.30044* (-2.5993715)</td>
<td>0.0000851* (2.155349)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S*Q1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.000141* (2.947913)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S*Q2</td>
<td>0.258059</td>
<td>0.364726</td>
<td>0.412557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adj R^2</td>
<td>0.204099</td>
<td>0.312272</td>
<td>0.352166</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p<0.05

Table 3. Results of regression model(3),(4) and (5)

From regression equation (3), only the service quality of the strategic dimensions has a significant effect on a firm’s profit without consideration of a firm’s capability. When the firm’s non-IT capability is added to the equation, the firm capability has a significant effect also. Next, if firm capability interacting with the service quality variable is added to equation, the effect of service quality disappears and firm capability interacting with the service quality variable has significant effect on firm profit. Firm profit is not related to the service quality of the system functional dimension when firm capability is not
considered. But service quality of this dimension effects profit after moderated by firm’s non-IT capability.

This means that firm’s non-IT capability moderates the influence of service quality on firm profit. High capability firm can get better financial performance than low capability firm with same service quality. This is consistent with research which investigate the importance of firm capability in IT management context in terms of ‘IT use’ (Iacovou et al., 1995; Rogers, 1995).

From previous analytical model and empirical test, we figure out the effect of non-IT capability on each step of IT conversion process. At the first step of conversion process, called as IT build, firms determine the amount of IT investment with consideration of trait of firm’s capability. Firm’s strategic decision about IT investment is differentiated by service quality dimension. Firms cannot make a difference in service quality dimension that is easy to imitate. Firms can make a difference in IT investment decision and service quality in service dimension that is not easy to imitate. The high capability firms invest more than low capability firm even with superior capability only in strategic dimension. At the second step of process, called ‘IT use’, firm’s capability moderates the effect of service quality on financial performance. That means high capability firms can get better financial performance with same level of service quality. Because high capability firms provide high level of service quality via superiority of capability and IT investment, high capability firms can dominate the market by moderating higher service quality.

We figure out the amount of IT investment endogenously by optimization. And show that firm’s non-IT capability influence on IT conversion process, ‘IT build’ and ‘IT use’. Even though we also test using the branches and staff, neither are significant as a moderator.

5 Conclusion

Strategic use of IT has been widely discussed in the IT literature and there is no clear agreement. The point of debate has been whether IT leads to competitive advantage or not. However these previous papers consider IT as one unit and excessively simplify the IT. In this paper we argue that strategic use of IT has to be investigated based on the various traits of IT dimensions. We show that IT is strategic necessary in some dimensions and can be a source of competitive advantage in other dimensions. And this difference depends on the trait of firm’s capability required for generating IT service. Specifically we found that IT investment and service quality of ‘system functional dimension’ which is easy to imitate cannot make a strategic difference.

IT investment and service quality of the ‘strategic dimension’, which is not easy to imitate, show strategic difference. That is consistent with RBV. And firm’s optimal decisions are related to firm’s non-IT capability. High capability firms invest more in strategic dimension than the low quality firm despite their superiority of non-IT capability. The high capability firm can provide high quality service by using better capability and more IT investment in strategic dimension. By an empirical test, we got consistent result with analytical model. That is, we figure out how IT is strategically used in different IT dimensions in ‘IT build’ analytically and empirically.

Also, through an empirical test, we test the moderating effect of firm’s non-IT capability on ‘IT-use’. We found that firms with high capability can convert the same level of service quality to a larger financial performance than the low capability firm. This is consistent with previous research of Weill (1992), Ivacou et al. (1995) , and s (1995).

Even though previous papers investigate the influence of non-IT factors, these are based on the direct relationship between IT investment and financial performance and firm value. However, because IT investment converts to performance through process or intermediate result, we investigate the impact of non-IT capability on each step of process, ‘IT build’ and ‘IT use’. Additionally, previous papers consider the IT investment decision as given. However, rational firms may determine the amount of IT investment with consideration of their own capability. Therefore, amount of IT investment have to be concerned as endogenous variable.
Appendix A

Two firms compete for profit maximization and each firm determine the optimal amount of IT investment of each service dimension. In our analytical model, firm’s optimization is as follows

Firm 1
\[
\max_{I_1, I_2} \pi_1 = \frac{U_1}{U_1 + U_2} \cdot N \cdot P - \left(\frac{I_1^2}{s_1} + \frac{I_2^2}{s_2}\right)
\]

Firm 2
\[
\max_{I_1, I_2} \pi_2 = \frac{U_2}{U_1 + U_2} \cdot N \cdot P - \left(\frac{I_1^2}{s_1} + \frac{I_2^2}{s_2}\right)
\]

F.O.C

Firm 1_Dimension 1:
\[
\frac{\partial \pi_1}{\partial I_1} = \frac{(Q_1^*)' Q_1^* (Q_1^* + Q_2^*) - Q_1^* Q_1^* (Q_2^*)'}{(Q_1^* Q_1^* + Q_2^* Q_2^*)} N P - 1 = 0
\]

Firm 2_Dimension 1:
\[
\frac{\partial \pi_2}{\partial I_2} = \frac{(Q_2^*)' Q_2^* (Q_2^* + Q_1^*) - Q_2^* Q_2^* (Q_1^*)'}{(Q_1^* Q_1^* + Q_2^* Q_2^*)} N P - 1 = 0
\]

Firm 1_Dimension 2:
\[
\frac{\partial \pi_1}{\partial I_2} = \frac{(Q_1^*)' Q_1^* (Q_1^* + Q_2^*) - Q_1^* Q_1^* (Q_2^*)'}{(Q_1^* Q_1^* + Q_2^* Q_2^*)} N P - 1 = 0
\]

Firm 2_Dimension 2:
\[
\frac{\partial \pi_2}{\partial I_1} = \frac{(Q_2^*)' Q_2^* (Q_2^* + Q_1^*) - Q_2^* Q_2^* (Q_1^*)'}{(Q_1^* Q_1^* + Q_2^* Q_2^*)} N P - 1 = 0
\]

Because each objective functions has unique optimal solution in each dimension(proof. Appendix B), we assume that each firm has optimal IT investment decision, \(I_1^*, I_2^*, I_1^*, I_2^*\).

To figure out the relative value of two optimal IT investment decision in service dimension 1, we compare equation (1) and (3). By comparison of optimal solution of dimension 1\((I_1^*, I_1^*)\),
\[
\frac{(Q_1^*)' Q_1^* Q_2^* (Q_1^* + Q_2^*)}{(Q_1^* Q_1^* + Q_2^* Q_2^*)} N P - 1 = \frac{(Q_1^*)' Q_1^* (Q_1^* + Q_2^*) - Q_1^* Q_1^* (Q_2^*)'}{(Q_1^* Q_1^* + Q_2^* Q_2^*)} N P - 1 = 0
\]

\[
Q_1^* = \frac{(Q_1^*)'}{(Q_2^*)'}
\]

\[
\therefore I_1^* = I_1^*
\]

In service dimension 2, we also figure out the relative value of two optimal IT investment decisions. By comparison equation (2) and (4), we can figure out that IT investment of each firm is determined by relative value of firm’s capability.
\[
\frac{(Q_1^*)' Q_1^* Q_2^* (Q_1^* + Q_2^*)}{(Q_1^* Q_1^* + Q_2^* Q_2^*)} N P = \frac{(Q_1^*)' Q_1^* Q_2^* (Q_2^* + Q_1^*)}{(Q_1^* Q_1^* + Q_2^* Q_2^*)} N P
\]

\[
Q_1^* (Q_2^*)' Q_2^* = (Q_1^*)' Q_1^* Q_2^* (Q_2^* + Q_1^*)
\]

\[
\frac{(Q_1^*)'}{(Q_2^*)'} = \gamma s_1 (I_1^*)^{s_1 - 1} (I_2^*)^{s_2 - 1}
\]

\[
\gamma s_1 (I_1^*)^{s_1 - 1} (I_2^*)^{s_2 - 1} = \frac{(Q_1^*)'}{(Q_2^*)'} (Q_2^*)^{s_2 - 1} (I_2^*)^{s_2 - 1}
\]

\[
\therefore Q_2^* = (I_2^*)^{s_2 - 1}, 0 < \gamma s_2 < \gamma s_1 < 1
\]
Appendix B.

We can show the uniqueness of optimal solution (amount of IT investment) in each service dimension of firm. Revenue is marginally decreasing function and cost is linear function of IT investment.

\[
\frac{s_1}{I_1^*} = \frac{s_2}{I_2^*}
\]

\[\therefore I_1^* > I_2^* (\because s_1 > s_2)\]

Revenue

\[
Revenue = R^i \cdot P
\]

\[
= \frac{U_i}{U_1 + U_2} \cdot N \cdot P
\]

\[
= \frac{U_i Q_i Q'_i}{U_1 Q_1 Q'_1 + U_2 Q_2 Q'_2} \cdot N \cdot P
\]

\[
= \frac{Q_i Q'_i}{Q_1 Q'_1 + Q_2 Q'_2} \cdot N \cdot P
\]

\[
= \frac{(I_1^i)^h (I_2^i)^d}{(I_1^i)^h (I_2^i)^d + (I_2^i)^h (I_2^i)^d} \cdot N \cdot P
\]

For the ease of notification, we show the case of firm 1’s optimal IT investment in the service dimension 1. Because others have same functional form, proof of one case can be applied to other cases. First condition of equation is

\[
R^i = \frac{\partial R}{\partial I_1^i} = \frac{s_1 \cdot (I_1^i)^{h-1} \cdot (I_2^i)^{d} \cdot (I_1^i)^h \cdot (I_2^i)^d}{(I_1^i)^h (I_2^i)^d + (I_2^i)^h (I_2^i)^d} \cdot N \cdot P > 0
\]

Denominator is always positive due to the square. Because s, I are positive, whole compositions of numerator are positive and numerator is positive. Then first differentiation of revenue by IT investment is positive.

\[
R'' = \frac{\partial^2 R}{\partial I_1^i} = \frac{s_1 \cdot (s_1 - 1) \cdot (I_1^i)^{h-2} \cdot (I_2^i)^{d} \cdot (I_1^i)^h \cdot (I_2^i)^d \cdot [ (I_1^i)^h (I_1^i)^d \cdot (I_2^i)^h (I_2^i)^d ] - (I_1^i)^h (I_1^i)^d \cdot (I_2^i)^h (I_2^i)^d ]^2}{(I_1^i)^h (I_2^i)^d + (I_2^i)^h (I_2^i)^d} \cdot N \cdot P < 0
\]

The denominator is always positive because of fourth power of equation in the denominator. We can figure out the sign of numerator. The former part of numerator is always minus because \(s_1, I_1^i\) are positive and \(s_1 - 1\) is negative (\(\therefore s_1 < 1\)) . Also the latter part of numerator is always positive due to the power of equation. Therefore, numerator should be negative and second order of equation is always minus. That means that revenue is marginal decreasing return. Because cost is linear function, profit has unique solution.
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